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You Asked and We Listened. HELP is HERE  

 How Would You Like To Get Your Hands On My 

Proven Marketing Strategies That Have Created A 

Multiple Six Figure Online Business? 

Now You Too Can Explode Your Business Income With  

Monthly Internet Marketing Training And Coaching! 

If You Are Serious About Changing From A Failing Online Business To An Uber Profitable Online Business 
I Can Help You! 

Listen, I know what it's like to have a strong desire to have a successful online business but have no real 
idea of HOW to market it...   

I'm not making empty promises. One thing you will not find on this site is a promise of "easy riches". I 
make no claims of how much you can make. I make no claims that you'll make any money at all. I don't 
know you. I don't know if you're a thinker or a doer. How can I promise you'll make X dollars? I can't. 
And I don't. That SHOULD be a sign of trust to you.  
 
There are many others out there making crazy income claims. I won't promise riches. I won't promise 
any results. I'll simply tell you that I will show you things you can do to get your online business rocking 
and rolling! 

There is absolutely no risk. I'm even going to take away ALL RISK for you. It's pretty 
simple: if you don't like the Training, you don't pay. Period. You have nothing to risk and 
everything to gain. 

Let me say it a different way...       

You Don't Even Have To Say "Yes" To Get Started Right Away, Just Say "Maybe" And I'll Send Your First 

Lesson Instantly! 

 

http://internetmarketinghelpblog.com/
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Both the paper and our printer meet the international standard ISO 14001 for environmental management.  The paper 
comes from sources certified under the Program for Endorsement of Forest Certification scheme (PEFC).  Please recycle 

this magazine – or give it to a mate. 

Welcome to the MAY 2018 Issue of MWM our monthly 
“Making Web Money” Online Digital Marketing 
magazine - where every month we show you how real 
people, just like you, are making web money – online. 

This month we have MORE great articles and 
personal success insights, interviews, plus some 
ONLINE opportunities for you.  
 The Different Types of Internet Marketing - By: Andy Ray - How Does 

Social Media Marketing Help? By: Ivan Sparks - Customers Can Make 
the Most of Internet Marketing By: Luz Stewart - Internet Marketing 
Strategies - By: Clarence Willis - Affiliate Marketing: in Brief - By: Darryl 
Patrick - The Basics of Internet Marketing - By: Faith Lane - The Role 
Colour Plays in Internet Marketing - By: Cameron Gibson - Why Online 
Marketing is Better? - By: Ronald Allison - The New Age of Internet 
Marketing - By: Gina Roy - MWM MARKETING CLINIC -  WHY HOME 
BUSINESS: THE UNTOLD BENEFITS - The 3 Most Used Online 
Marketing Tools  By: Lila Dunn - Trustworthy Internet Marketing 
Techniques - By: Corey Farmer 
 
- MWM Success Story - The Story of a CEO Who Grew Up on Food 
Stamps  By Chelsea Berler 
 

- MWM Ask the Expert - Interview with Reputation Marketing Expert 
Michael Shih 
 
- MWM Q&A Expert Interview with Frances Cole Jones on Job 
Searching and Interviews 
 

- MWM Back Story - A Franchisee Who's Expert at Building Both 
Shelves and Revenues 

 
I hope you enjoy this month's issue of the magazine, and as always 
please email me any comments, contributions or feedback. 

 
 

 

MakingWebMoney.com 
 

Subscription enquires: 
www.MakingWebMoney.com 

 
Order the printed edition: 

www.issuu.com 
 

Advertising enquires:  
www.MakingWebMoney.com 

 
Contribute articles:  

http://MakingWebMoney.com 
 

Making Web Money Magazine  
Published 

 12 times per year. 

Copyright   

 All rights reserved. 

 
Reprinted with permission. No part 

of this publication  may be 

reproduced, translated or converted 

into machine-readable form or 

language without the written 

consent of the publisher. Articles 

express the opinions of the authors 

and are not necessarily those of the 

publisher 

  

Making Web Money  Online 
Marketing Magazine 

  
Editor Harry Crowder 

Advertising  See Above 
 

Contributors   
Various experts in their fields  

The instructions and advice in the 
magazine are for entertainment 

purposes only. 
 

The creators, producers, 
contributors and distributors or 
Making Web Money Marketing 
Magazine disclaim any liability for 
loss or lack of results from following 
the advice expressed herein. 

 

Keep your valuable feedback coming. I try to reply to every email, I appreciate 
your input as it helps to make MWM the Best magazine possible. 

Email me at: harry.crowder@gmail.com – use the subject 
MWM Magazine  
 

Talk to me 

Facebook.com/harrycrowder  
 
Twitter.com/harrycrowder 

Follow me on Facebook: http://www.facebook.com/harrycrowder/ 

http://www.makingwebmoney.com/
http://www.issuu.com/
http://www.makingwebmoney.com/
http://makingwebmoney.com/
mailto:harry.crowder@gmail.com
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Tell us what you like and don’t like 
about Making Web Money Digital 
Marketing magazine. What worked 
for you or what you think sucks, then 
we can make Making Web Money an 
even better online magazine. 
  
So, send me an email with your 
feedback and let me know. 
 
harry.crowder@gmail.com 

 

How Handy is This?  

You can NOW Shop Walmart Online,  

save a lot of time, money and hassles. 

Pick from everything at Walmart and  

Then choose  to have your order 

Delivered to you by mail / freight 

OR 

YOU can Pick Your Order Up  

at YOUR NEAREST 

WALMART  

Shop at home. Drive to the 

store. Pick Up Your Order!  

 

 

 

http://www.makingwebmoney.com/
http://functionalstrengthnow.com/
http://linksynergy.walmart.com/fs-bin/click?id=fIwhC0vPbcc&offerid=183959.10002057&type=4&subid=0"><IMG alt="Wal-Mart.com USA, LLC
http://click.linksynergy.com/fs-bin/click?id=fIwhC0vPbcc&offerid=64951.10001010&type=4&subid=0
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HOW DOES SOCIAL MEDIA 

MARKETING HELP? 
By: Ivan Sparks 

For any online marketing campaign to be successful, it is imperative to make it a hit among the social media 
networks. Social media marketing therefore lies at the centre of any marketing campaign. It not only helps to 
reach out to a wider audience but also to survey the impact of the campaign, tracking the statistics and analyzing 
the effects. 
 
Using the social media like Twitter, Facebook, Instagram, Snapchat, Youtube, Vine etc. is like promoting through 
word of mouth, only here the platform is internet and the mouth is electronic. A company can make it or break it 
through statements issued by users of these social media on websites, news feeds and instant messages. 
 
We see this new trend through e- invites to events, to like a particular brand or try out a new service. 

  
Why are they successful? 
 
Almost 76% of businesses today are recorded to use social networking sites as Twitter, Facebook.  Social media 
sites connect a huge- huge network of people through their platforms. You can ask every person you meet and 
the popularity of these sites would be revealed to you. This in turn, provides a gigantic target audience for 
advertisement campaigns.  
 
If everyone else is online, where else could you take your business to? Also, it is insanely cheap compared to 
certain other modes of advertising, besides being a source of market intelligence. Social media helps a company 
to reach out to a focused and targeted audience as their profiles reveal their interests, likes and dislikes. 
It also has been a great help in building better customer relations. Through official accounts on these sites, the 
public can take a grievance directly to the company without any travelling hassle. The interaction between the 
company and the public becomes way easier. 
 
The promotions are easy to spread around through fans and followers of official pages, just several clicks away. 
The community of fans and followers become a part of the marketing group and do the work for an incentive, or 
even for free. People uploading photos and videos about the products they love and products they can find faults 
with, doesn’t hurt either. 
 
There can be a frank engagement with the public and users are encouraged to express opinions. The customers 
are now active participants in helping the refinement of the products and revealing the general opinion.  
 
 



http://jvz4.com/c/2777/12891


 

This 12 month coaching program can help you feel good about every PLR purchase you've made 

(even those "junky" ones because I will show you how to polish them 'til they shine!). The PLR 

Profits Coaching Club can justify every penny you've spent. It can make those purchases worth 

something to you because you can put that content to work making money for you.                      

Click Here to Start 

Starting today you can enroll in my new monthly coaching program where I will teach you how to 

turn PLR content into spendable cash using several underground methods.  

 

Each and every month you'll get a new lesson showing you a different way to profit with the 

PLR products you already have. Each month will be a different lesson (sometimes delivered as a 

step-by-step PDF and sometimes delivered as video tutorial lessons, and even sometimes a mixture 

of both) that you can download, view, and then implement to start making money with PLR 

content.  
 

 

 

 

 

 

http://highqualityplrproducts.com/
http://highqualityplrproducts.com/
http://highqualityplrproducts.com/
http://highqualityplrproducts.com/
http://highqualityplrproducts.com/
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FastEyePages Multi

 

20 DFY FastEye Landing Page 
Templates

 

Create UNLIMTED Landing Pages

 

Create UNLIMITED Websites

 

UNLIMITED Use Of FastEye

 

Copywriting Templates

 

1 million+ high resolution images

 

100+ professionally designed Icons 

Drag-n-drop 

Free Hosting 

Mobile Responsive 

Premium Customer Support 

One-time Fee  

 

FAST Loading Pages Pre-Loaded With 

Copywriting Packages In SECONDS 

Without Any Technical Skills. 
 

 

 Get FastEyePages Now!  

 

https://jvz3.com/c/2777/296211


http://jvz3.com/c/2777/8740
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CUSTOMERS CAN MAKE THE MOST OF 

INTERNET MARKETING 
By: Luz Stewart 

 
In this new age when 
technology is available at 
everyone’s fingertips, internet 
marketing is a blessing to 
consumers. Internet marketing 
includes both marketing and 
advertising of products and 
services online. It tries to 
promote these products 
through emails, web banners, 
pop-up ads and even social 
networking sites. It helps 
customers to communicate 
with companies and 
businesses on-the-go and also 
make purchases and 
transactions with them. This 
has led to a great increase in 
online shopping which is now 
become a fad. 
 
One of the benefits is that 
consumers are always 
informed and aware of any 
offers that these companies 
might have. Since they are 
always connected to the net, 
they are updated every now 
and then of bonuses or 
discounts that might be 
available for a short period of 
time during festivals and 
special seasons. People who 
love shopping can shop at any 
time of the day without any limit 
or restrictions. 
 

Thanks to internet marketing, customers can 
now track their purchases. They can choose when 

and how to pay for their purchase and also 
choose the place and time for the delivery. 

Every company or business gives all of its information online so the 
customers can make completely informed decisions about their 
purchases. The pricing system is transparent and also shows the variety 
in range of products according to the range in prices. This is 
advantageous to the consumer. When it is online, they are not dependent 
on any sales person and there is no chance of being misled by false 
information. Since everything is available online, the consumers can also 
compare the prices and products of different companies at the same time 
which saves a lot of effort. The consumer no longer has to go physically 
from one place to another checking out prices. 
Thanks to internet marketing, customers can now track their purchases. 
They can choose when and how to pay for their purchase and also choose 
the place and time for the delivery. Since it is completely their decision, 
happy customers tend to maintain a good long-term relation with 
companies owing to online marketing. They are also aware of where their 
package is from the time it is ordered to the time it is delivered to them. 
 



ATTENTION: Want to start your own high-ticket business? 

"Discover The Steps On How To Start Your Very 

Own Recurring Membership Site And Get Paid 

Month After Month" 

In This Course, You'll Find Out How To Get Started With Your Own Membership Site, How To Structure 

it, What Type of Content To Provide, Pricing And Much more  

Why Should You Create a Membership Site? 

Essentially, a membership site is a site that users pay to subscribe to. This normally works by first enticing the reader 

with some free content and showing them the kind of entertainment/information/value that you’re 

capable of providing. 

Once they’re hooked, you then make sure they know that they need to subscribe in order to gain access to your very best 

content and to get frequently updated.  So what’s so different about this? Well for starters, it means that you can much 

more easily convert visitors to paying customers seeing as they’re not having to put down a large amount of money 

and seeing as they know what they’re getting right away.  This means the money is recurring and much more 

predictable. 

 

Membership Authority includes the following: 

• The main eBook 

•  FAST-ACTION BONUS #1: Checklist 
•  FAST-ACTION BONUS #2: Resource Cheat Sheet 
•  FAST-ACTION BONUS #3: Mindmap 

I'm delighted to have the chance to share this powerful guide with you, and I know you’ll be very happy with 

the results. The comprehensive and valuable insights you need to finally achieve online success!   

 Click Here Today   

http://membershipsiteauthority.com/
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“ “ 

Quotable: 
 

“A computer once beat me at chess, but it was no match for me at kick boxing.” 
~Emo Philips 

THE STORY OF A 

CEO WHO GREW UP 

ON FOOD STAMPS 

By: Chelsea Berler 

What do you think when you hear about a 33year-old CEO (now running a marketing 
agency of 20+ staffers) who grew up eating meals paid for by food stamps?  
You might find it intriguing. You might want to learn more about that road from 
poverty to success 
 
Or you might just roll your eyes and think "another rags to riches fairytale." 
 
I recommend you Think again. 
 

“The truth is my 
road to owning a 

successful 
business was full 

of setbacks, 
disappointments 
and ugly truths -- 
the sort that no 

one wants to talk 
about.” 

 



 
But my path from a tiny North 
Dakota town of about 300 
people to starting a company 
eight years ago (that I relocated 
to Birmingham, Ala. in 2009) 
has been full of incredible highs 
and gut-wrenching lows. And I 
wouldn't have it any other way. 
 
Each of my humbling low points 
led to a triumphant success 
down the road. What I've 
learned can easily be applied to 
your life, too. 
 
My childhood is full of 
memories of buying the 
simplest of nourishment with 
government funds. I can still 
recall that distinct feeling of 
embarrassment when my 
mother laid down the food 
stamps at the cash register. It's 
that swirl of emotion that says, 
"We don't have enough." And 
the truth is we didn't. 
 
Now I'm not saying there was 
anything wrong with that time in 
my life because my mother 
worked extremely hard to 
provide for her family and she 
dealt with the residual baggage 
of my father's struggle with 
addiction and his death. 
 
But this is where my motivation 
for more out of life was born. 
During those humble 
experiences when feelings of 
shame and guilt came into play, 
I became increasingly aware of 
my family's situation and even 
more determined that this 
would not be my life forever. 
 
I didn't know how my life would 
change but I knew that 
someday it would. I understood 
then that I could use my 
creativity and common sense to 
take me higher than the life I 
knew.  
 

Seeking change. 
 
OK, so maybe you were raised much the same way I was or you're 
living that very life right now. You may even feel a little hopeless. Sure 
you have great ideas and even the passion and know-how to fuel a 
great business. 
 
But how do you get there? 
 
My barebones upbringing and observations of my mother's innate 
strength have shaped my style of leadership and now the way I run my 
company. 
 
From my first "career" job in sales to now while I serve as a CEO, I 
have carried those early experiences with me and they have influenced 
every move I make.  
 
My first and only corporate job prior to my starting a business was at an 
international distribution company. I was hired to do customer service 
and quit college so I could earn a full-time paycheck (with benefits!). 
 
About a year in is when I started to work my way up the corporate 
ladder. 
 
My role evolved pretty quickly into having more of a sales component. I 
saw a need for someone to answer the phone and sell customers on 
the company's offerings instead of their having to wait for a call back 
from someone in sales. 
 
That's exactly how I got to where I am today. I searched for 
opportunities even if they weren't readily available.  
 

And I ended up as director of sales and business development, 
reporting to the vice president and CEO by the time I was 21 years old. 
 
 



BIG BOY PLAY: 
 

MIKE 
FILSAIME 

  
FOCUSES ON ANOTHER 

 
SCORING MOVE! 

I just jumped right in and did what needed to happen to keep 
the customers happy. I didn't worry if I was qualified to do the 
job. I just did it. And in those moments, I felt like I was making 
a difference. I knew I needed to find a way for my life to become 
more focused on that feeling. 
 
So, I started my own business at age 22 and eventually quit 
my corporate job because I was able to make enough money 
on my own to pay my bills. 
 
If you can't be thankful and thoughtful about where you've 
come from and what it took to get you where you are now, then 
you will never fully appreciate (or own) being there. 
 
That is the first step to being truly successful. I realized that 
being humble, forgiving and optimistic would bring me so much 
more success than any monetary value could. And as I came 
to terms with family members who came before me, who I 
really was and what I wanted my life to look like going forward, 
I was equipped to step out on my own and really shine.  
 
 

Being different. 
 
While I didn't have much growing up in the way of material 
things, my siblings and I were encouraged to develop and 
indulge in our curiosity. My love for the playground of life 
started very early on and I've held onto it ever since.  
 
As I became an entrepreneur, I began to witness real freedom 
and success from believing in myself, when others did not. I 
started my company, Solamar, knowing that my business 
model would be different and it would embrace my 
individuality. 
 
I love interesting, creative and often quirky people like myself. 
So, I built a company that lets me surround myself with those 
types of individuals. My intention was to start a small business 
as a way to pay the bills and do more purposeful work. 
 
What it became was something much bigger. As soon as I 
started hiring a team, the world I once knew was gone forever 
and I never looked back. Working with freelancers and staffers 
alike, I am now able to help others live their dreams and reach 
new heights in business. 
 

Overcoming roadblocks. 
 
The truth is my road to owning a successful 
business was full of setbacks, disappointments 
and ugly truths -- the sort that no one wants to talk 
about. 
 
One of my greatest lessons came from being in a 
place of hopelessness and despair. I was in a 
situation where I didn't think there were real 
possibilities for my life. I felt stagnant and no matter 
what I did, I felt like my options were limited.  
 
But I was wrong and I overcame that mindset.  
 
Both my brothers died as a result of two separate 
car accidents while I was in high school. I didn't 
know what to do with the rest of my life. When 
others were filling out college applications, I was 
just lost, struggling to figure it out.  
 
The corporate job helped me get set up in the right 
direction, although I still felt emptiness. Something 
was missing. A little of that feeling came back 
again. I struggled to figure out what to do with the 
rest of my life. I wondered, Is this how it's going to 
be forever? Me in this corporate job, doing this very 
thing?   
 
Trying to reprogram my thoughts has been one of 
my biggest challenges and has led to my greatest 
victories. When I realized that I had a say in my life 
and vowed to not let my past define my future for 
me, I started living and working differently. 
 
I put 150 percent into everything I did. I worked 
hard to become something that so many people 
thought I could not be. I wanted to create 
something bigger than myself. And I did just that. 
That is my hope for you. 
 
Believe in yourself, in your talent and what you 
want to do in life. Then make it happen. Period. 
Nothing can hold you back.  
 

Here are my guiding thoughts for you: 
 
1. Everyone has a past. Don't let yours define 
you. 
 
2. Embrace your individuality and let it shine in 
all you do, including your business. 
 
3. Be humble and appreciate every struggle 
that got you to this point. 
 
4. Don't give into hopelessness. There is 
always a way to climb higher if you believe you 

can, even when no one else does.   
 

“DON'T GIVE INTO 
HOPELESSNESS. THERE IS 
ALWAYS A WAY TO CLIMB 

HIGHER IF YOU BELIEVE 
YOU CAN, EVEN WHEN NO 

ONE ELSE DOES.” 



“ 

http://www.makingwebmoney.com/ 

Do it now! 

It’s Free 

SUBSCRIBE  

TODAY! 

 

 

Subscribe 

today  for 

FREE! 

To subscribe for free, go to:  

MakingWebMoney.com 

The digital edition of our magazine is FREE !! 
You can upgrade to receive the printed edition, 
Or cancel your subscription at any time. 
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Did you know: 

Did you know: 

Did you know: 

40-55% of all Wikipedia vandalism is caught by a 
single computer program with 90% accuracy. 

INTERVIEW WITH 

REPUTATION MARKETING 

EXPERT MICHAEL SHIH 
By: Petra Mayer 

Reputation Marketing is an Easily 
Overlooked Strategy 
 
Reputation Marketing as an easily overlooked 
discipline in your business strategy. Making it a 
habit to listen to the Market and to pro-actively 
encourage online reviews is not only important 
for online businesses but for brick-and-mortar 
businesses alike.  
 
This interview with Reputation Marketing Expert 
Michael Shih of ReviewSprout is another way to 
encourage you to look at all aspects of your 
online strategy. Michael is an expert in this area 
and he will give you some advice on how to build 
a positive reputation for your business and how 
to deal with negative reviews. Reputation is 
important for us as people but it is also important 
for any business and in a socially connected 
world even more so than ever before. 



http://jvz4.com/c/2777/12891


Warning: If You Want To Continue Beating Your Head Against The Wall With Totally 

Oversold And Dated Resale Rights Products, Then This Just May Not Be For You...But If 

You're Finally Ready To Grab Brand New Smoking Hot Products With Real Exclusive Rights, 

Then...  

 

"Prepare To Rake In **Enormous** Profits While Ravenous 

Customers With Cash In Hand Stampede To Your Site, 

Hungry To Buy Your Brand New, In-Demand, Sizzling Hot 

Products...All Without You Having To Lift So Much As A 

Finger!" 

5 Brand New MRR Products Every Month ! 

Fairytale? Not A Chance...This Is Your Shot At Lazy Money So You Better Act Fast! 

http://www.bestmasterresellrights.com/
http://www.bestmasterresellrights.com/
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Petra Mayer:I want to introduce you to 
online specialist, Michael Shih, CEO of 
Review Sprout. I met Michael Shih at a 
networking event and when he told me 
about his business I thought it was so 
unique that I wanted to share it with you. 
To introduce you to this aspect of online 
marketing that may not be at your forefront 
of considerations and that’s reputation 
marketing. So let me introduce you to 
Michael. Review Sprout specializes in 
helping good business owners build a 
strong online presence and a five-star 
reputation. 
They have systems and processes that help 
businesses stay ahead of the curve and 
dominate the marketplace. They provide 
digital marketing and consulting solutions to 
small and medium sized businesses. 
Michael Shih has been doing internet 
marketing for over five years. 
First he started off doing it part-time for 
friends and family and then he quickly 
realized that his passion is seeing his 
clients’ business grow. He’s the Founder of 
Advanity marketing group, Review Sprout 
and the organizer of Vancouver Business 
Alliance where he educates local business 
owners on the different systems to help 
increase growth in their business. 
 
Michael Shih, welcome to this interview, you 
are a reputation consultant. What does a 
reputation consultant do? 
 
Michael Shih: Well as a reputation 
consultant, our role is to monitor what is 
being said about business owners online 
and as well position business owner as a 
market leader in their industry so they can 
get more pre-qualified callers calling them 
and not their competition. 
 
GREAT. WHAT ACTIVITY SPECIFICALLY FALLS 
INTO MANAGING A BUSINESS REPUTATION? 
 
MS: Well first we have to look at the top 
rating review sites on there like Google and 
Yelp and then we have to monitor those 
voices that people are talking about them on 
those channels. From there if it’s good 
review or bad review we have to respond to 
them at a timely manner. And then if it’s 
good we can share them on different 
marketing materials and on social media 
networks. 

HOW DO YOU DIFFERENTIATE 
BETWEEN PASSIVE OR PROACTIVE 
TASKS IN THIS AREA? 
 
MS: There are many ways to 
explain this but what we normally 
say that reputation marketing is 
proactive because you are actually 
marketing those reputations to 
leverage those reviews to get more 
business, right, proactively getting 
those reviews. 
And management is basically 
waiting for reviews to come in and 
deciding on what you want to do 
afterwards so reactive. But a good 
reputation marketing strategy is to 
include both marketing and 
management. 
 
SO WHY ARE THESE SO IMPORTANT 
FOR A BUSINESS? 
 
MS: It’s so important especially 
nowadays, 90% of consumers are 
influenced by the reviews they read 
online and companies who have 
positive reviews can convert 183% 
more businesses than those 
businesses with no reviews or bad 
reviews. 
 
And perhaps most importantly, 
being on the first page of Google is 
just not enough anymore. You are 
still competing with other listings 
and there is really no reason for a 
customer to choose you over your 
competition if there is nothing that 
makes you stand out. 
 
Another reason is, sometimes 
rogue ratings can appear on listings 
that you don’t even know about. We 
have a case study where we are 
working with an insurance 
company, they have a listing on 
Google but the number on that 
listing actually is his competition’s 
number. 

PM: Whoa! 
 
MS: This can be really bad for a 
business owner if they don’t know 
about this. 
 
PM: Right. 
 
Michael Shih: Another reason to 
be on top of your listings and your 
reviews is also if a customer looking 
for you on the first page of Google 
and you have four different listings 
and only one being accurate can you 
just imagine what the customer will 
feel if they go to the wrong listing? 
Probably your brand, your credibility 
will be damaged and you’ll probably 
lose that customer forever. 
 
PM: Yeah, and you might not 
even know about it. You might not 
even be aware of what’s going on 
because you don’t have the 
resources to listen really to what’s 
going on. 
 
MS: Yeah exactly. 

So how can an entrepreneur improve 
their online reputation? 
 
MS: Well, first take control of 
those listings online, claim 
ownerships, right, Google and Yelp 
for instance and understand that 
your online virtual doorway is even 
more important than your actual 
doorway. 
 
And then have a system to get 
reviews at a proactive way and 
make it easy for your customers to 
give reviews for your business. So 
for instance at Review Sprout we 
have our feedback loop CRM that 
makes this whole system more 
automated and easier. 



People are always looking at how you respond to these reviews that if you 
are being proactive. People know you care you want to improve. 

Yes, give me an example. That’s 
what I’m looking for, an example of 
how you actually do this in your 
business for your clients. 
MS: Yeah, so basically a 
case study I want to touch upon 
is there was this walk-in clinic 
that we are working with. He’s a 
brand new clinic in downtown, 
his location is not very visible so 
he had trouble getting bookings 
and walk-ins. 
 
But after he claimed his listing, 
got more reviews on those 
Google Plus listings his star 
ratings started to show up. Now 
this is very important for 
conversions. Clients always talk 
to me and say, oh, they need 
more business, they don’t know 
what to do. 
 
But when I look at how their 
business is structured they are 
having traffic, so they don’t have 
a traffic issue, they have a 
conversion issue. And that is 
where reputation can really help 
you increase your bookings and 
sales so reputation and visibility 
go hand in hand. 
 
PM: Yeah. So what I’m 
hearing here is as well this is not 
just for an online business, this 
is also really for brick and mortar 
business. Somebody,a client 
might still be searching first 
online before they decide which 
store or which clinic, in this 
particular case,they would 
actually go to. 
 
MS: Yeah, exactly. People 
are always searching online 
before they are actually picking 
that phone call or determining 
who to go to, to do business 
with. And even if they get 
referrals from their friends the 
first thing they would do is 
search if that doctor is good or 
not. 

PM: Yeah. So what do you recommend 
on how an entrepreneur should deal with 
negative feedback online.  

We’ve talked a lot about positive feedback and 
improving that and getting your star rating up but 
what do you do if somebody gives you a really bad 
review? 
MS: Well first is don’t get too upset or 
frustrated because that always happens. The 
best thing to do is know where it’s all coming 
from and how to handle it and how to handle 
it is respond to bad reviews and good reviews 
at a timely manner. 
People are always looking at how you 
respond to these reviews that if you are being 
proactive. People know you care you want to 
improve. 
The Holy Grail is to respond in a way to get 
them offline and deal with it offline because 
the people who made the review have the 
ability to remove those reviews. So once it’s 
dealt with completely, then most likely, 9 out 
of 10 will go back and remove those reviews. 
PM: Right. So as the business you can’t 
deal with the bad reviews, you can only try 
and get the other person, the person who was 
disappointed to overcome that 
disappointment and proactively remove that 
negative review. 
MS: Yeah or mitigate the issue by getting 
more reviews to offset the problem. 
PM: Yeah. It seems to me that it’s always 
harder to get positive reviews. When people 
are upset that’s when they put their voices out 
and say oh I’m going to tell everybody that I’ve 
had such a bad experience. But if they’ve had 
a fantastic experience they don’t tend to do 
that as much. 

SO WHAT CAN A BUSINESS OWNER DO TO 
ENCOURAGE THEIR CLIENTS TO LEAVE POSITIVE 
FEEDBACK TO EXACTLY DO THAT BALANCING AND 
GET 99% POSITIVE REVIEW VERSUS 1% NEGATIVE 
THEN IT STILL IS A VERY POSITIVE IMPRESSION. 
MS: Exactly, that’s actually a very good 
question. People who are mad tend to leave 
reviews more often but when you think about 
it, you just have to be more proactive in asking 
for those reviews. 
If you ask most people they are more likely to 
leave a review for you but make sure it’s easy 
for those customers to leave reviews don’t 
make them jump through hoops to get there. 
Once you’ve got that done you shouldn’t have 
any problems getting reviews. 
PM: Yes. Business owners tend to 
struggle with time that seems to be the 
scarcest of our commodities is time to do all 
the things that we think that our business 
needs and it sounds to me like this is quite 
time consuming. 

WHAT DO YOU THINK WOULD, FOR A SMALL 
BUSINESS OWNER OR AN ENTREPRENEUR WHO IS A 
SINGLE ENTREPRENEUR, HOW MUCH TIME DO THEY 
NEED TO PUT INTO THEIR REPUTATION MARKETING 
OR WHAT ARE THEIR OPTIONS IF THEY JUST CAN’T 
MAKE THAT TIME? 
MS: Well if they have a system in place it 
doesn’t really take that much time, maybe just 15 
minutes a day. That’s all they need to do if they 
actually need to go and to respond to posts on 
social media. 
But in terms of knowing where everything is 
coming from, all they have to do is put up an 
automated system so when someone leaves a 
review you know right away and can deal with it 
at a timely fashion? 

SO HOW CAN OUR READERS ABOUT REPUTATION 
MARKETING AND WHAT SERVICES DO YOU OFFER TO 
YOUR CLIENTS THAT MAY HELP THEM TO TAKE 
CONTROL OF THIS AS A NEW AREA THAT THEY MAY 
BE NEGLECTING NOW? 
MS: Yes. Please visit my site 
www.ReviewSprout.net to find out more about 
my solutions. Basically on my site we have 
different packages for different solutions that a 
business owner can learn about and if they want 
a free snapshot report or a strategy session to 
bring clarity to their business just fill out the 
contact form and my team will get to them 
shortly. 

IS THERE ANYTHING THAT I SHOULD HAVE ASKED 
YOU THAT YOU WANT TO SAY ABOUT REPUTATION 
MARKETING THAT WE HAVEN’T COVERED AT ALL 
THAT OUR LISTENERS SHOULD REALLY MAKE SURE 
THAT THEY GET THAT MESSAGE? SO ANYTHING 
THAT YOU WANT TO ADD? 

MS: Everything is good. I just want to touch 
upon is it’s really important just to know that 
reputation is really the foundation of business no 
matter what kind of marketing you are doing it’s 
going to be tied to someone’s reputation online. 
So just maybe do a quick search on, if you are 
having a presence online that’s tied to any 
reviews right now and go from there, just start 
from the first step. And if they have any 
questions, just give us a call and we’ll be happy 
to give advice on what to do next. 
PM: Great, well thank you very much Michael 
for being available for this interview. Like I said 
when we met I kind of thought oh, that’s 
interesting, I haven’t even thought of reputation 
marketing. So I think this is an interesting 
additional topic for my audience. 
And I hope that they will enjoy this interview and 
that you get a lot of calls after that of people who 
want to get into the strategy session and start 
looking at their reputation marketing in a great 
way. 
MS: Thank you for having me. 



 

Dear Online or Offline Business Owner,  
 

I am about to disclose an important piece of information that will enable you to boost 
your business and leave your competitors far behind.  
 
But first, let me ask you two simple questions:  

 
 

 

 

 

Look at astonishing stats:  

 

 

 

 

 

 - The average amount spent by each consumer is expected to rise from $1,207 per 
annum to $1,738 per person. 

With over 85% of searches for products and services happening online, the 

growing relevance of eCommerce can’t be taken for granted  
http://ecommercemadeeasytraining.com/ 

e-Commerce is growing like never before! 
You would be amazed to know a proven and tested system to easily 

and quickly create a profitable online store and boost your profits in a 

hassle free manner.   

- Are you still trying to sell your products and services 

physically?  

- Have you spent a lot of money and time, but 
never achieved your objective?  

Be honest!!! Are you actually achieving your 
desired goals? … are you saying NO? (it’s o.k.) 
 

- U.S. Online sales will be $523 Billion by 2020  

- E-Retail spending to go up by 62% this year  

- 51% of U.S. consumers plan to do most of 
their online shopping at Amazon.com  

- eCommerce salaries in the UK have increased 
by over 14,000 euros in 2015, and by the end 
of 2016, grew by more than 3,000 euros. 

Get Your copy of your “eCommerce Made Easy” Training Guide. Be ready 

to apply these really easy-to-follow strategies right away before your 

competitors do! 

Click Here to Start Today 

http://ecommercemadeeasytraining.com/
http://ecommercemadeeasytraining.com/
http://ecommercemadeeasytraining.com/
http://ecommercemadeeasytraining.com/


"Discover How To Start, Build and Launch 

Your Own Digital Product Business Without 

Breaking The Bank..." 

Find Out How To Create Your First Digital Product For Sale And Start 

Getting Sales On Autopilot! 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
This is the ultimate guide to How To Launch a Digital Product Business! You'll 
discover all the steps, tools and resources to help you become a successful digital 
marketer!  

Get your copy today! 
 

 

 

 

What you'll discover in this eBook: 

• You'll have an idea for the type of digital product 

you want to create and what the strengths and 

weaknesses of each option are 

• Understand what makes digital products sell and 

how you need to design your creation in such a 

way that people will be eager to buy it 

• Know how to quickly and cost effectively create 

the type of digital product you want 

How to create a potential hot-selling eBook  

•  Know how to alter things like price, cover image and 

more in order to optimize your sales 

•  Understand how to drive more traffic to your landing 

page using SEO, PPC, e-mail marketing and social media 

•  Understand affiliate programs and tools like JVZoo, 

ClickBank and WSO Pro 

•  Know how to build an army of affiliate marketers 

who can drastically increase your sales and profits 

• •  ...and much, much more! 

 

http://www.howtolaunchyourdigitalproduct.com/
http://www.howtolaunchyourdigitalproduct.com/
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INTERNET MARKETING 
STRATEGIES 

By: Clarence Willis 

When we talk about a 
successful business it 
involves facts about how 
we build the marketing 
strategies to promote it 
and help it grow. The main 
concepts of building a 
base of one’s business 
there are three basic steps 
to be taken care of. 
Applying well establishes 
marketing techniques can 
raise one’s rank and vice 
versa. 
 

• Optimizing the search 

engine:   

•  

• Search engine 

optimization (SEO) is 

used to create a site 

that could rank a 

website as the most 

relevant. It is the 

preliminary thing that 

each seller would 

think of before starting 

a business online. 

Most of the searchers 

click on options that 

are available on the 

first page of Google or 

Yahoo search results. 

Search rank is 

undoubtedly a very 

important factor to 

make online business 

a success. 
 

Selecting relevant keywords, providing valuable content, keywords density 

or how many times a keyword was used to link to that page are a few things 

to keep in mind while making strategies to do online marketing. However 

now a days, a page had nothing to do with keyword could be ranked in the 

top three. This is done by optimizing the page. The sites which rely totally 

on keyword could be ignored by the search engines. SEO include 

Keywords relevant to the search, shared valuable Content, a fast loading 

website and back links of reputed websites  

• Content marketing:  Content marketing helps build a brand and 

inspires confidence in one’s company. Almost every customer reads 

a custom publication to understand the reputation and image of a 

company. Today, the field to include blogs, training videos, podcasts 

and video games etc, in a website has spread due to content writing. 

However, low quality content can affect one’s rankings and damage 

his brand.  

• Social media marketing: In the field of business social media brings 

SEO and content marketing together. It has become the most 

common way to share content. People trust content shared from 

others. Creating a true community is the key to make the most out of 

social media marketing. 

 

 

 

 

SEO include Keywords relevant to the search, shared valuable 

Content, a fast loading website and back links of reputed websites. 
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Affiliate marketing is part of online marketing campaigns where a middle person is responsible for 

driving traffic to the website of the company. The middle person is called the affiliate or the 

publisher. 

What does affiliate marketing entail? 
 
In order to advertise, a company looks for affiliates or an affiliate signs up with a company 
to earn quick bucks. The affiliate is provided with a link that is specific to his affiliate id. 
The job of the affiliate would then be to get drive potential customers to the company 
website through this link. This link, being particular to his id would let the company know 
where the customer visiting the website is directed from.  
 
The publisher is paid on a per visitor basis or how much customer traffic he can get them 
through pay- per- click. The affiliates work however, is not as easy. In order to get people 
to click on his link, he first needs them to visit his own website where he will post the 
company link. Affiliates work on many factors to generate the interest of the public to visit 
their page. 
 
 Some of these factors are - 

• Generating relevant and related content. The publisher may create contents that are 
useful or helpful for someone who is interest I that particular product or service. For 
example, if it is a promotion for a book, then the publisher may write a review about 
that book or something related to book in that genre.  

• Many affiliates spend a lot of time on community forums. They browse around for 
questions or articles related to the product that they are advertising and add some 
relevant comment to them that will attract the attention of the users. They usually 
paste the promoting link in that comment or a link to their own website. 

• Another helpful way to gain attention is by posting video reviews of the products or 
video related to such products. People looking for something similar are bound to 
stumble upon these videos and will follow the link in the description to your website.    

These are a few of many ways in which affiliate marketing happens. It will require patience 
as it is a lot of work and does not yield results immediately. Nevertheless, it is a field worth 
investing in.  
 

 

By: Darryl Patrick 



Finally, A Bunch of Great FREE Help!  

No more Paying For Products That Don't Deliver 

Results!  

Get Everything You Need To Know To Start A Wildly  Successful 

Home-Based Internet Business!  

• Search Engine Optimization      

• Affiliate Marketing                    

• Viral Marketing 

• Joint Ventures 

• Blogging For Cash 

• Social Networking 

• And More! 

• Get The Facts - What It Takes To Make Money Online Today!  

 

  

 

 

   

  

http://webproductsreview.com/


HP, Google, Microsoft and Apple out of 

MWM gadgets & toys 
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Did you know 
 

Mark Zuckerberg’s original Facebook profile 
number ID is 4. 

You want it 
Go on splurge – you deserve it.  It’s time to 

spend your hard earned cash. 

 

MIMOPOWERTUBE 
DELIVERS 

PORTABLE POWER, 
STAR WARS STYLE 

This Compact Charger Is No 
Bigger Than Apple's But 

Powers Two Devices 

CHARGEKEY 
UNLOCK THE POWER 

Prepare to have one those “hey, wait a minute!” 
moments because it turns out the compact charger 
that Apple includes with iPhones could actually be 
doing so much more for you. The similarly-sized 
ChargeTech not only has folding prongs so it’s 
even easier to transport, it also comes with two 
side-by-side USB ports that can charge a 
smartphone and a tablet at the same time. 

Are you looking forward to the upcoming Star 
Wars film that is set to hit the silver screen in 
due time? Surely, the continuation of this 
space opera franchise, to continue from where 
Star Wars: The Return of the Jedi left off all 
those years ago, is a massive undertaking. 
Since then, we have had three underwhelming 
prequels, not to mention a whole slew of 
fiction that accompanied it, in addition to 
numerous toys and other merchandise. Well, 
you might want to add the $29.99 
MimoPowerTube to your list, as this Star Wars 
inspired portable battery pack certainly looks 
the part. 
 
It mainly resembles that of a lightsaber hilt as 
well as other Star Wars characters, where you 
can choose from numerous styles, as each of 
them will come accompanied with a USB 
charging cable – not to mention its fair share 
of tips in order to make sure that it will be 
compatible with just about every smartphone 
out there as far as possible, even throughout 
the galaxy. The various designs from which 
you will be able to pick from include those of 
C-3PO, Darth Vader, a lightsaber, and 
Stormtrooper, stashing 2,600mAh of juice 
within, taking approximately 3 to 4 hours to 
charge up. Definitely one of the cooler looking 
portable battery designs around to date. 

plays back music while you take 
a shower! 

http://www.coolest-gadgets.com/  
 

http://www.coolest-gadgets.com/  

✓ The world's most portable USB charging 
cable for iPhone & Android  - Fits perfectly on 
your key chain – never leave home without it 
✓ Charges and syncs just like your regular 
cable 
✓ Made from durable rubber and silicone 
with scratch-proof connectors 
✓ No more wires tangled up in your bag 

✓ Stop pestering your colleagues to borrow 
their charging cables 

Bluetooth-enabled speakers are useful – as you 
do not need to get tethered to a particular device, 
and not only that, this means that there are no 
wires for you to trip over – literally speaking. 
However, when you take a shower and would 
want some background music to accompany 
your bath time singing, then a waterproof 
speaker is just the thing for you. Here is the 
$29.95 Bluetooth Suction Cup Speaker – which 
as its name suggests, will be able to be stuck to 
a wall, thanks to a powerful suction cup base that 
can secure it instantly to majority of smooth 
surfaces out there. 

http://www.firebox.com/  

 

http://www.gizmodo.com.au/  

http://www.coolest-gadgets.com/
http://www.coolest-gadgets.com/
http://www.firebox.com/
http://www.gizmodo.com.au/
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 Feature Article  .. 

THE BASICS OF 
INTERNET MARKETING 

By: Faith Lane 

The whole notion of internet marketing 
rests on relationships. Although that’s 
hard to do given the vast distances 
between people online, not to mention the 
number of them who could be involved at 
any one time and also the sheer 
strangeness of it all, you need to create a 
valued environment that attracts 
customers and keeps them coming back. 
Through a repetitive focus on customer 
needs and demands, you get closer to 
them and by extension gather more 
people to your brand or image. Unlike 
actual footwork where you may be asked 
to go out on the field and promote 
relationships between company and 
customer, you can do so much more and 
reach a larger denomination of people by 
using the internet as your field. Because 
you’re sitting in one place while you 
market your service or brand image, you 
can spend more time spreading the word. 
A commitment to quality is a great step 
forward. In fact, it should be your first step 
when it comes to internet marketing. 
People crave quality for affordable prices 
and if you can meet that demand the sky 
becomes the limit. To do this effectively—
to instill promise of quality in customers—
you need to stay updated on social media 
and changes to them. From apt and 
attractive content writing to an ace 
presentation of your message, you need 
to learn to use Facebook, Twitter, 
Google+ and Instagram to access a large 
community of people, a good portion of 
whom spend almost all day on such social 
media sites. 
 

Writing excellent 
content and changing 
it every now and again 
can result in amazing 
rewards. What you 
have to say about 
your work in words 
resonates with people 
who have no idea who 
you are yet. They need 
to know what you do 
and why you do it. 
Write and perfect your 
content, whether it’s a 
page on a social 
media site, a blog or a 
full-fledged website.  
 

PEOPLE 
CRAVE 

QUALITY FOR 

AFFORDABLE 
PRICES AND 
IF YOU CAN 
MEET THAT 

DEMAND THE 
SKY BECOMES 

THE LIMIT. 



   Tired Of Fad Diets And Exercise Plans That Are  

      Expensive And Just Don’t Seem To Work? 

Pay Attention… Because You’re About To Discover 

A Complete Training Guide  

Introducing:  

 

For the Whole Story go here: 

http://www.functionalstrengthnow.com 

 

http://www.functionalstrengthnow.com/
http://www.functionalstrengthnow.com/


 

BONUS!  

Discover The 7 Secrets To Achieve 

Anything You Want In Life... 
***Limited Time Only: Grab This FREE Gift Now!*** 

 

These 7 Secrets Will Enable You To... 

• Discover the Foundational Meaning of SUCCESS  

• Demonstrate PASSION and PERSEVERANCE for long-term goals  

• Learn the untold secrets on how to create the life you TRULY DESIRE  

  IT’S FREE … CLICK HERE to get yours! 

 

http://moneyandwealthexposed.com/


advertise in MWM 

http://makingwebmoney.com >> 
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 Full page, Half page, 1/3 page, 2/3 page, 1/4 page, 2 page spread 
 
Please contact us at http://makingwebmoney.com  to book your advertising slot,  
We will match your ad size buy x 2  with Article Space about your product.   
 

or you can book via support here:  support@makingwebmoney.com  
 

*Your ad will remain in the FREE digital back issue available from our website for perpetuity 



MWM  tools 
> Books, Courses, Software, Tools and 

other Resources to help you succeed 

online. 

 

Social Media 
and Integrated 

Marketing 
Communicatio
n: A Rhetorical 

Approach 
By: Jeanne M. 

Persuit 

Social Media and Integrated Marketing 
Communication: A Rhetorical Approach 
explores social media in the areas of 
corporate identity, brand narratives, and 
crisis response from a rhetorical 
perspective. Key ideas in this text are 
social media as epideictic rhetoric—the 
rhetorical setting that deals with the 
present and matters of virtue and 
education—and how rhetorical 
decorum, a component of Cicero’s third 
Canon of Style, can guide organizations 
and their audiences toward more ethical 
and effective integrated marketing 
communication (IMC). This strategy 
emphasizes changing behavior, not just 
attitudes. Because social media leaves 
traces of communication that may be 
with us for the foreseeable future, Social 
Media and Integrated Marketing 
Communication frames the 
conversation about social media and 
IMC to move away from a risk/reward or 
a return on investment orientation and 
toward a focus on social media as 
communicative action that is attentive to 
this historical moment, to organizations 
and their audiences, and to 
communication ethics. Through this, 
Persuit asks how organizations can 
engage in decorum in their online IMC 
efforts while at the same time 
considering how their audiences can 
engage in decorum as well. Neither 
romanticizing nor demonizing the areas 
of social media and IMC, instead, this 
text offers a pragmatic understanding of 
these areas that finds a place in the 
theory of the communication discipline. 

Leading Digital 
Strategy: Driving 
Business Growth 

through 
Effective E-
commerce 

 
By: Christopher 
Bones & James 

Hammersley 

As businesses continue to 
embrace digital tools and 
technologies to enhance customer 
engagement and develop digital 
channels, executives and leaders 
must understand the drivers of 
market success, the opportunities 
for change, and how enhanced 
leadership capabilities can help 
drive digital strategies. 
 
Leading Digital Strategy explains 
what makes a digital operation 
successful and explores how to 
align organizational structure with 
wider goals and implement a 
customer-centric culture that 
supports multi-channel success. It 
covers key digital developments to 
help executives understand the 
consumer and media trends that 
are driving change. 
 
Including strategies and input from 

300 senior executives from major 

companies, Leading Digital Strategy 

gives readers the power to drive 

forward digital strategies and realize 

the lucrative opportunities for 

change. 

✓ Drive more sales and 

engagement with Facebook! 

✓ Boost your customer 

experience by allowing visitors 

to shop socially 

✓ Reduce cart abandonment and 

increase product & brand 

referrals 

 

Sauce isn’t your run of the mill app. 
We’re not just a function, we’re the new 
way of shopping. 
 
With Sauce, we put several tools in your 
hands to improve customer experience 
and boost engagement - leading to 
increased revenue. Better yet it’s all 
trackable! 

✓ Reach millions of customers on 

Android, iPhone and iPad 

✓ Retain customers and increase 

repeat purchase 

✓ Be up and running with just a 

few clicks 

MartMobi is a turnkey platform for selling 
to mobile shoppers. From your Landing 
Page to your Checkout button, MartMobi 
optimizes every pixel of your mobile 
store and dramatically increase sales. 
With MartMobi, you can launch mobile 
(and tablet) websites and native apps on 
both iOS and Android platforms instantly. 
No coding or configuration required. Join 
hundreds of Shopify merchants and go 
mobile today! 

Did you know: 
 

In 1936, the Russians made a computer 
that ran on water. 
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Whether it’s social 
media or paid 

campaigns, Google 
Analytics will help you 

understand what source 
is getting you a majority 

of sales. Look up the 
Pareto Principle’s 80/20 
rule: Take the top 20% 
of your traffic sources 

and see which ones 
generate 80% of positive 

results. 

THE ROLE COLOUR PLAYS IN 
INTERNET MARKETING 

By: Cameron Gibson 

An internet marketer shouldn’t underestimate the power of colour in 
marketing. There are very many interpretations the colour you choose in 
your internet marketing campaigns can attract.   For this reason, web 
designers and internet marketers should choose colours that blend with 
the type of business being promoted.  

Colours have cultural interpretations too. For instance, blue is 
considered a corporate colour in North America.  Columbians associate 
the same colour with disease and death; meaning you wouldn’t really 
apply it in a hot campaign for venture capital in the country. In Africa, 
colours make particular signatures. Ghanaians, for instance, revere the 
Vlisco cloth.  In this article, we will discuss the colours that symmetrically 
blend with internet campaigns.  

1. Blue: As already noted, blue is symbolic of corporate signature. 
However, other connotations that the blue colour sends out are: 
Trust, security and sensational attachment. You could probably see 
this with many banks.  

2. Red: Red is a colour of passion. It increases a person’s heart beat, 
creates intensity and urgency and should be applied in campaigns 
where one is seeking clearance sales.  

3. Yellow: A colour laden with youth and optimism. If your strategy in 
the internet marketing campaign is to grab attention or attract window 
shoppers, yellow works best here.  

4. Green: Green is associated with wealth. It is also a colour that the 
eyes find easier to process. If your campaign targets a group of 
holyday makers, you could use it.  

5. Purple: This is a soothing and calming colour.  It should be used in 
marketing anti-ageing or beauty products.  

6. Black: Is a sleek and powerful colour. It can be best used in the 
marketing of luxury goods.  

7. Pink: Pink is a feminine colour. It is also considered romantic too. It 
can be best used when marketing to girls or women. 

8. Orange: Orange is an aggressive colour. It calls buyers to action. If 
you intend to have this achieved, use it.  

 

Green: Green is associated with 
wealth. It is also a colour that the 
eyes find easier to process. If your 

campaign targets a group of holyday 
makers, you could use it. 

 



  

  

Protect Your Digital Properties & Manage Members In Just A 

Few Clicks 

"Membership Builder & User Management Software 

Stops Your Password-Trading Thieves Dead in Their 

Tracks!" 

PLUS This Amazing Solution Makes it EXTREMELY Easy for YOU to Run a Password-

Protected Membership Site… Even if You Don't Know PHP from a Bar of Soap! 

Turbo Instant Membership 

Builder 
 

A simple way to lock up your member's area and let 

your members - and only your members - access the 

password-protected part of your site… 

It's So Easy, You'll Have Your Site Up and Running 

In LESS Than FIVE Minutes! 

 

 

 

 

 

Get this simple yet powerful, secure 
and affordable software for running 

your password-protected membership 
sites! 

CLICK HERE NOW 
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rzEuURaTiZ

U 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h5GQm55c

cTk&feature=related 
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0CaUcIwPsH8 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EYN1BjtZ6nc 
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Don't miss this INCREDIBLE opportunity 
Because every smart business builder needs great content! 

As a 'Lifetime Platinum' member of Automated List Profits you'll be among the elite in 
marketing who can effortlessly build targeted mailing lists BURSTING at the seams with 

hungry and loyal buyers. 
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EXPERT INTERVIEW WITH FRANCES 
COLE JONES  

ON JOB SEARCHING AND INTERVIEWS 
By: Mary Hiers 

Frances Cole Jones started her career 
as an editor, working with authors to 
better interpret ideas. She rapidly 
realized, though, that those skills could 
be applied to candidates and 
interviews, and has since become one 
of the premier career experts, offering 
advice on TV, books and on her 
website. 

“Unless the field is highly 
specialized, many 

candidates have the same 
level of education and skill 
set. Given that, employers 

are paying closer 
attention to the “soft 

skills” that demonstrate a 
candidate will be a good 

team member.” 



 

  HOW HAVE JOB INTERVIEWS CHANGED OVER THE LAST FEW YEARS? 
WHAT ARE EMPLOYERS LOOKING FOR OUT OF A CANDIDATE? 

Unless the field is highly specialized, many candidates have the same level of 
education and skill set. Given that, employers are paying closer attention to the 
“soft skills” that demonstrate a candidate will be a good team member, or as Tina 
Fey has said about picking writers for Saturday Night Live, “someone you want to 
see in the break room at 3 a.m.” With this in mind, candidates need to actively 
work to create camaraderie. Easy ways to do this are to comment on office decor 
that has obviously been chosen to impress, like a framed diploma; to eat and drink 
what you’re offered in your interview; to write both email and snail mail thank-you 
notes. 

IF A JOB SEEKER HASN’T BEEN ON THE MARKET IN A WHILE, WHAT’S THE 
FIRST STEP TO BRUSHING UP ON INTERVIEW ETIQUETTE? 

Candidates need to practice their answer to “What have you been doing in the 
intervening time?” so that their response is concise and confident and 
reassures their future employer that they are ready to re-enter the job market 
and give 110%. They also need to reassure themselves about the value they 
have to offer. More seasoned candidates bring institutional memory of what 
has occurred in an industry, and that is invaluable. 

CAN AN INTERVIEWER SABOTAGE THEMSELVES AS WELL, AND HOW? 

I think interviewers sabotage themselves by failing to prepare and falling back 
on “softball” queries along the lines of “Tell me about yourself.” Candidates 
need to know that this is NOT an invitation to talk about themselves. This is an 
opportunity to say, “Your job description states that you are looking for 
someone who can do ‘Y’ and not only can I do ‘Y,’ but I can also do ‘W’ and 
‘Z.'” In other words, “Tell me about yourself” is an opportunity for candidates to 
show how they are going to add value to the firm once they are hired. No one 
needs to know they are one of six siblings and grew up on Nantucket. 

She spoke with us about interviewing and the surprises 
you might find in that office. 



 

WHAT CAN WE DO TO INSURE FEET DON’T ENTER OUR MOUTHS IN 
AN INTERVIEW? 

Slow down. Inhale and speak on an exhalation. Doing so gives your voice 
more resonance and authority. It also makes you come across as more 
confident. Jumping on every question as soon as it leaves the interviewer’s 
mouth “reads” as anxious. If you don’t have an immediate answer to a 
question, don’t hesitate to say, “I’d like to think about that for a moment 
because I want to be sure to give you the best answer possible” – no one is 
mad at the candidate who wants to give the best answer possible! 

HOW MUCH RESEARCH IS TOO MUCH RESEARCH ON A COMPANY 
OR YOUR INTERVIEWER? 

Doing so much research that you never get around to applying for the job is 
problematic. Other than that, I don’t think it’s possible to do too much research. 
The tricky bit, however, is remembering you don’t need to use all that research 
in every answer! For example, while it’s important to demonstrate to your 
interviewer that you are familiar with their background – by using information 
available on LinkedIn, etc. – you don’t want to include a bizarre amount of 
detail. For example, saying something along the lines of “Loved those pictures 
of your family at the July 4th barbecue!” 

WHAT ARE SOME TRENDS IN HIRING WE SHOULD BE KEEPING AN 
EYE ON? 

Most candidates know that employers are checking their social media profiles, 
and if they aren’t aware of this, they should be. They also know that employers 
might ask you open your accounts mid-interview for a look-see. One thing 
candidates might not know, however, is that many interviewers are stopping 
interviews halfway through and saying, “You know what, I just don’t think you 
are the right fit for us” even if they think the candidate is great. They are doing 
this to see a) if an interviewee will fight for the job and b) how she or he handles 
stress. If this happens to you, I recommend leaning in, smiling and saying, “I see 
I haven’t made it clear how much I want this position. Let me take you through 
my thinking one more time.” 

Candidates need to practice their answer to “What have you 
been doing in the intervening time?” so that their response is 

concise and confident and reassures their future employer that 

they are ready to re-enter the job market and give 110%. 



 

 

For The Next 12 Months, I Will 
Show You Step-By-Step How To 
Implement 12 Channels To Draw 
Targeted Visitors To Your Site. 

 

See It All Here 

 

http://amassivetrafficblueprint.com/
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ATTENTION OFFLINE MARKETERS 

Gone are the days when YOUR business would grow 

by you JUST reading books! 

 

 

 

Internet Marketing Made Easy Training Guide 

If you are an 
OFFLINE MARKETER    

IInn  oorrddeerr  ttoo  BBEEAATT  yyoouurr  

ccoommppeettiittoorrss  ttooddaayy,,  yyoouu  

nneeeedd  ttoo  bbee  OOnnlliinnee  aanndd  uussee  

IInntteerrnneett  MMaarrkkeettiinngg  

eeffffeeccttiivveellyy  ffoorr  ssuucccceessss  iinn  

aallll  ffaacceettss  ooff  yyoouurr  

bbuussiinneessss..  

Let me take you by the hand 

and prove to you that 

Internet Marketing can grow 

your business to new heights! 

 

for all your gift giving needs… coming soon 
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WHY ONLINE MARKETING 

IS BETTER? 
By: Ronald Allison 

1. The market should be where people gather. 

 As virtual world is the new reality of today, it is only implied that 
the biggest share of customers can be better wooed through 
the internet. It is a way of reaching a wider audience efficiently. 
Traditional marketing can become cumbersome and complex, 
not to mention very expensive, at the thought of going 
international.  Internet has reduced these problems by a big 
share. 

2. Advertise, learn, and improvise. 

 Internet, and social media exposure has made it possible for 
advertising agencies to track their progress, measure its impact 
and subsequently, immediately work on the strategies to make 
it better. This is not possible as efficiently for the traditional 
methods of advertising.  

It would take enormous efforts otherwise to collect data by 
organizing surveys, analyze them and then form conclusions 
regarding the success or failure of any marketing campaign. It 
would not only be time consuming, but also waste of capital. 

3. Targeted audience.  

Internet has made it possible to create advertisements keeping 
in mind preferences of the public and thus, reaching out to a 
targeted audience. With all the narcissism flowing around the 
social media websites, it is easy to generate profiles of what 
audiences based on their likes and dislikes. This is utilized by 
generating for them specifically, advertisements fine tuned 
according to their preferences. 

4. Another appealing factor is money. 

 Internet marketing is considerably cheaper in comparison to 
the traditional modes of advertising. This is contributed to by 
promotions getting viral with very little incentive, electronic word 
of mouth and again by the fact that people love to show off their 
shopping on the social media.  

 

Internet, and 

social media 

exposure has made 

it possible for 

advertising 

agencies to track 

their progress, 

measure its impact 

and subsequently, 

immediately work 

on the strategies to 

make it better. 
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Domain for sale 
Contact: 
ads@makingwebmoney.com 
Make an offer 
A great brand name for an 
internet marketing 
Product or service 
ViralInternetMarketing.com. 

 

Your Ad here 
Contact 
ads@makingwebmoney.com 
ContactUs 
>Contact us to list your 
Domain name or website 
For sale in this section 

Did you know: 
 

The first hard drive was created in 1979 and 
could hold 5MB of data. 
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Make Money With Your Blogs 

 

 

http://makemoneywithyourblogs.com/


 

 

JVZooHost is dedicated to 

providing safe, fast, and 

affordable web hosting with 

superior support. You can 

concentrate on running your 

business and rest assured your 

website will be up and running. 

Get your site noticed on the web 

today with JVZooHost! 

 

 

https://my.jvzoohost.com/aff.php?aff=4167
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Chelsea Berler 

Chelsea Berler, author of The Curious One, is the CEO of Solamar a 
boutique marketing agency in Birmingham, Ala. She is a champion for 

people who are driven to bring their talent and greatness into the world on 
their own terms. 

Clarence Willis 

Clarence Willis, is an Internet marketer for well over a decade. 
He also conducts trainings all over the globe, helping 
businessmen, in particular, to stay ahead of the curve. 

 

 

Corey Farmer 

Corey Farmer loves Internet marketing and his world 
revolves around keywords, SEO, PPC and other techniques. 

And of course, he loves to share what he knows. 
 

Darryl Patrick has been in the Internet marketing 
industry since 2004. His broad knowledge and skills 
about different techniques help companies, big and 

small, spread their message. 
 

Darryl Patrick 

Cameron Gibson is a full-time mom who works her SEO magic at 
home. She helps businesses improve their online rankings and 

offers trainings to those interested in this field. 
 
 

Cameron Gibson 
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THE DIFFERENT TYPES OF 
INTERNET MARKETING 

By: Andy Ray 

Now-a-days marketing and advertising is incomplete 
without the use of the internet. Internet marketing helps 
to reach a large audience who are constantly interacting 
with each other and thus enhancing the marketing 
strategies. Innumerable money transactions take place 
online. All this online buying and selling of goods, 
products and services is known as ecommerce. Most 
companies have switched to online businesses but 
there are still quite a few companies which own retail 
centres and use the internet to market and advertise 
their products.  
Internet marketing also helps companies to carry out 
research regarding their customers, find out their 
preferences and accordingly adjust their marketing 
strategies to provide them with better service. Every 
single aspect of internet marketing is important, right 
from the design and content to display and affiliate 
advertising and using keywords for search engine 
optimisation. It is also both eco-friendly and cost 
effective. 
Websites-Internet marketing includes giving the 
consumers information about themselves through their 
websites. It is also a way of advertising their products 
and letting them know of offers and discounts from time 
to time to entice them and retain their attention. It is an 
interactive means by which the customers can also 
provide their own views and feedback. In order to 
engage audiences to visit the website it is important to 
choose striking names and content. 
Email marketing is another simple way of marketing 
online. It helps to communicate directly with the 
customers and build strong relationships with them. It is 
beneficial to the company because of low costs and 
wide audience. It is possible to track, research and 
survey in order to form strategies. It can also reach 
potential customers through press releases, articles 
and blogs. 
Social networking sites are the most recent and 
trendiest ways of internet marketing. It works on a 
global scale on the principle of people being influenced 
by their social circles. Sites like Facebook, LinkedIn, 
Twitter are the most popularly used sites for internet 
marketing. Companies have distinct identities and can 
advertise about their products and offers and redirect 
people to visit their websites for more information. 
 
 

 
Social networking sites are 

the most recent and 
trendiest ways of internet 
marketing. It works on a 

global scale on the principle 
of people being influenced 

by their social circles. 
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THE NEW AGE OF 

INTERNET MARKETING 
By: Gina Roy 

For any product, good or service to sell it 
is important to advertise it well and also 
find a market for it. This concept has 
remained the same over ages but the 
methods and means for it are constantly 
evolving. In the old time, communication 
was by word of mouth or face-to-face, 
then came print media, radio, television, 
etc. We are now living in the age of 
internet marketing. It is absolutely 
necessary for each person to understand 
the workings of the internet to survive in 
this technological day and age.  
Internet marketing also known as online 
marketing has taken over almost every 
category of sales be it industrial goods, 
clothes, accessories, books, insurance, 
etc. It is not restricted to sales alone. It 
has a wide network and coverage of 
communication and is pervasive in 
today’s society. Internet marketing is used 
to disperse information among the 
general public, create awareness and 
encourage them to be more responsive to 
their products and services. Some of the 
most common and popular ways of 
internet marketing are through emails, 
social networking sites and websites. It 
also includes different types of advertising 
such as mobile advertising, display 
advertising, affiliate marketing etc. 
In order to catch people’s attention, 
internet marketing tries to make the 
content more attractive, interactive and 
user-friendly. It makes use of certain 
keywords and phrases so that various 
websites or the content can easily show 
up when search engine optimizers (SEO) 
are used. 

Online marketing and advertising is a major source 
of income and is also cost-effective. Since content is 
one of the most important aspects of internet 
marketing, there is a separate group of ad agencies 
who create the content which is then sent to the 
publishers. This has in turn caused advertisers and 
publishers to gain a huge clientele. There are also 
advertising affiliates known as third-parties who 
create connections between the different companies 
and the customers. 
Internet marketing can almost be termed as a 
revolution which has brought the world together to 
make it work at a much faster and smoother pace. 
 

Internet marketing is used to 
disperse information among the 
general public, create awareness 
and encourage them to be more 
responsive to their products and 

services. 



  

Learn the WEIRD trick that allowed this single Mother to climb out 

of debt and make over $700 per week helping businesses with their 

Facebook and Twitter accounts! 

Hi, I’m Annie Jones. This is my story… 

Like most single parents around the world my mornings are pretty busy with the mad dash to get the kids 

out of bed, washed, dressed and fed in time to leave for school. 

I love this time though because I know that once the stress of getting them to the school gate is over, I get 

to go home and start ‘work’. That might sound a little strange because not a lot of people love their work, 

and I used to be the same, but my life has changed so drastically in the last 12 months that I now LOVE 

getting back home to start work. 

Nowadays work for me involves logging on to Facebook, Twitter and YouTube, reading and replying to 

some comments and scheduling some posts for the day. The businesses that I do this for don’t have the 

time to do this work themselves and it’s not enough work to hire someone full time, so they pay me to do 

the work for them part time from home. 

The best part is that ANYONE who knows how to use Facebook, Twitter and YouTube can do this ‘work’, 

and there are millions of businesses around the world hiring for these positions RIGHT NOW! 

I sometimes find it hard to believe how great my life is now because it wasn’t always this good… 

Now I am the one earning hundreds of dollars each week just for playing around on Facebook and 

Twitter! 

 
 

                              Get started Today Click Here 

http://c944d1m3wjqw3y2c31u40iehhb.hop.clickbank.net/?tid=MWM


 

http://caea03qb2syq6tdss79cyjgmbz.hop.clickbank.net/?tid=MWM
http://caea03qb2syq6tdss79cyjgmbz.hop.clickbank.net/?tid=MWM
http://caea03qb2syq6tdss79cyjgmbz.hop.clickbank.net/?tid=MWM
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 This Month’s Marketing CLINIC    

WHY HOME BUSINESS: THE UNTOLD BENEFITS 

1. Personal freedom - Working at home requires no dress code, no rigid work schedules 

and no company cultures. Instead, you can work and earn money at your own pace, at the 

comfort of your home. This allows you to gain control of your personal life while not losing 

a source of income – the best of both worlds!  

2. Experience Enrichment - Home business owners need to play many roles at once, from 

being the CEO, the financial planner, the researcher, the marketing manager and the sales 

manager. This is especially true for those solo owners who have to learn how to do 

everything on their own.  

 3. Increased Competitiveness - As the overhead cost of a home business is low, you can 

now offer quality products or services at a lower cost, making your products and services 

more competitive in the market. In addition, small home business is more able to provide 

clients with personalised services that cater to their specific needs compared to large 

commercialised businesses. 

 



4. Understand The Legal Barriers 

Check if there are any rules or regulations controlling the 
starting up of a home business in your state or country. If 
yes, figure out how you want to get around them.  

5. Determine Your Capital 

Calculate the amount of money you need to start up your 
home business. The cost should include the purchase of any 
instruments, hire of any professionals (e.g. lawyers) and 
insurance. You might not be familiar with all these so take your 
time to do some price checking and bargain. 

6. Plan your business – break even points. 

Once you have obtained a clear picture from Step 1 – 5, it is 
time to lay down your business plan. Find out your break-even 
point and how many products you need to sell in order to get 
back your investments. 

 

4. Lower Risk - Home business frequently requires low capital to start up and is also cheaper to 

maintain. This protects the home business owners from their life-time savings should the business 

idea fails. It also allows business owners to test out new business ideas before deciding to invest 

large amount of money in it. 

5. Reduced Stress - Being able to work from home allows you to plan for both your work and your 

family. This is especially true for parents of school-age children as they do not need to juggle 

between work and taking care of their children. 

 

HOW TO START A HOME BUSINESS 
 How do you start a successful home-
based business? What needs to be in 
your consideration? 

Below is a 6-step guide: 

1. Access Your Skills And 
Knowledge - You need to know what 

you are good at and what you are not so 
good at. Identify your strong points and 
your weaknesses. This can help you 
gauge if you are suitable for embark on a 
home business. As a home business 
owner, you will need to run a lot of tasks 
on your own, from planning, business 
management to the field work. Make sure 
you can carry out the tasks needed. 

2. Generate Business Ideas - Start 

brainstorming from your interest and passion. 
Get your family to involve as you will be using 
part of their space for your business.  

3. Test The Market - Shortlist your ideas 

so that it contains only those ideas that can 
work for a home business. Be practical. 
Think whether people will want to spend 
money on the kind of products or services 
that you can offer, how much and whether 
this will generate sufficient income 
proportional to your effort.  If no, get back to 

Step 2 for more ideas. Being persistent is 
important at this stage because many 
people gave up after facing the 
obstacles. 

 

 



   
 

THE 3 MOST USED 

ONLINE MARKETING 

TOOLS 
 Feature Article  .. 

Today, almost all companies have an Internet presence; have their own website, although the number 
is drastically reducing. If we ask how many of these perform an active online marketing and carry out 
marketing activities on the Net, you will realize that many of them are actually passive.   
In this article, we will look at some of the tools that you can use in your online marketing and how to 
coordinate them within an online marketing plan targeted to specific and measurable objectives. 

 
Tool #1: E-Mail Marketing 
 
The e-mail marketing is not just e-mailing. It is a series of coordinated actions of sending personalized 
messages to a database in search of the much talked one to one marketing. Obviously these actions 
can develop own customer base and increase their level of purchase and loyalty. A company can 
send a commercial offer to a database segmented according to various socioeconomic variables 
(age, sex, province ...) and interests (interested in training, driving ...) etc  
 

Tool #2: Viral Marketing 

 
The ability to perform certain advertising pieces, which by its enormous notoriety can be transmitted 
from user to user direct, free way is the goal of viral marketing. You can plant the first seed of your 
message by sending several thousand e-mails to a database with the aim of it being transmitted by 
each receiver to their respective spheres of influence, or use guerrilla marketing techniques to 
promote their dissemination. It is true that when you send a message to a group of potential 
customers, it will be forwarded by them to their acquaintances. This is a profitable strategy. 
 

Tool #3: Micro-sites 

 
The creation of small websites oriented to a promotion or service, is increasingly used in Internet 
marketing. It offers you the freedom to create a site distinct from corporate that focuses on a very 
specific goal, often in a very specific period time, such as the support of a particular promotion. For 
instance, you can use a URL with a name that supports the objective of the site. For example, you 
can choose a site that is www.example.com  to promote these services.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

By: Lila Dunn 

http://www.example.com/


TRUSTWORTHY INTERNET 

MARKETING TECHNIQUES 
By: Corey Farmer 

Establishing your credibility online can take anywhere from a short while to a few years, but it’s quite 
possible. The more you spread your roots and create an interlinking chain, the more people will see that 
you are determined to get it right. Here are some online tools that can help you instill trust in your 
customers: 

• Social Media – Create pages and profiles and keep them updated on sites like Facebook, LinkedIn, 
Twitter, Google+, Instagram, and Pinterest. You can include a few or all of these sites based on the 
type of product or service you’re selling. There are online communities for major magazines and 
institutions that in themselves act like social media centers. These include Inc., Businessweek and 
so on. Videos and images are more powerful than long sentences or paragraphs when it comes to 
social media communication. 

• Blogs – These are ‘friendlier’ than full-fledged webpages. They make people see that a human 
being is creating content or ‘posts’ rather than some mindless drone-software running a webpage 
and keeping it going. Sharing is made easy through blogs and social media responds well to them. 
There is much more versatility in blogging that can benefit your service or product. 

• Reviews & Testimonials – You can’t go without these. People need to see that professionals in 
fields related to your product or service have reviewed your work and liked it. This instills massive 
credibility. A close second is when people see actual human customers say how much they 
benefited from your services and products. You can get reviews from major companies or online 
sales portals, which are also great places to find customer testimonies. 

• FAQ – This section should detail all the specifics, nothing generic or obvious. Answer the difficult 
questions that customers can’t find anywhere else online. Forging trust through truth is the way to 
go. 

 

 
 
 

Blogs are ‘friendlier’ than 
full-fledged webpages. They 

make people see that a 
human being is creating 
content or ‘posts’ rather 

than some mindless drone-
software running a 

webpage and keeping it 
going. 
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A FRANCHISEE WHO'S EXPERT 

AT BUILDING BOTH SHELVES 

AND REVENUES 

ALAN REGALA, A FIRST-GENERATION AMERICAN OF FILIPINO AND CHINESE DESCENT, AND FIRST-
TIME BUSINESS OWNER, DIDN'T JUST ACHIEVE THE AMERICAN DREAM; HE SURPASSED IT. IN HIS 
VERY FIRST YEAR WITH SHELFGENIE, HE REACHED THE $1 MILLION REVENUE MARK. WHAT MAY 
HAVE HELPED WERE HIS YEARS IN PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT, IN THE MEDICAL DEVICE AND 
CONSUMER PACKAGED GOODS INDUSTRIES -- HE ACTUALLY INVENTED A PORTABLE NOTEBOOK 
AND PEN THAT FITS INTO YOUR WALLET. SOMETHING ELSE LIKELY HELPED TOO: HIS MASTER'S 
DEGREE IN MECHANICAL ENGINEERING FROM STANFORD. 

 



  

Name: Alan Regala 
Franchise owned: ShelfGenie in Seattle, 
Washington 
 

How long have you owned a franchise? 
 

I'm in my eighth year this summer. 
 

Why franchising? 
 

I've started a business on my own in the past, and while 

I felt it was successful, it was difficult being on my own 

and starting from scratch. There is the added pressure 

of staying relevant in the crowded field of technology 

and consumer products start-ups. When I decided to 

start a new business, I really liked the idea of having a 

partner, but I didn't just want to find a random person 

to partner with. The idea of franchising really appealed 

to me because the franchisor is your partner and you 

are starting with a game plan and system based on 

something that works. 

I knew that with my background, I could find a way to 

optimize those systems and grow our client-base. With 

ShelfGenie I liked the fact that they were an established 

brand and there was a high potential for growth. After 

winning Rookie of the Year in 2010 and Franchisee of 

the Year in 2013, and seeing my franchise grow to more 

than $1 million in yearly revenue, I know that I made the 

right decision. 

 
What were you doing before you became a 
franchise owner? 
 
After receiving an undergraduate degree from Cal-
Poly and my master's in mechanical engineering 
from Stanford, I spent seven years in product 
development. I worked for various companies until I 
founded Everyday Innovations. With Everyday 
Innovations, I realized that I have what it takes to be 
an entrepreneur. I embraced the challenge and the 
thrill of taking a product from the concept level to the 
marketplace. 
 
One such product, the PicoPad, was actually 
featured in Entrepreneur magazine in 2008. 
Establishing my own company and seeing it thrive 
was proof that I could grow a business, and 
instilled the confidence I needed to get my 
ShelfGenie franchise off the ground. 

 

Why did you choose this particular franchise? 
 
I was looking at three different franchises at the time, 
and after my initial research into each of their business 
models, ShelfGenie was at the bottom of my list. I’m glad 
that I did my due diligence on the company and put 
myself in the shoes of the franchise owner because that 
really shaped my decision. It wasn't until I visited the 
companies in person that I could see the difference in 
how the businesses were run and see the people behind 
the company. 
 
I was extremely impressed with the leadership at 
ShelfGenie. They seemed very committed to providing 
the best possible experience for the end client and the 
franchisees, as well as doing all of the things necessary 
to make that happen -- making a top-quality product, 
hiring the right people internally, listening to clients and 
franchisees and constantly working towards being a 
better organization.  
 

How much would you estimate you spent before 
you were officially open for business?  
 

My startup costs were around $127,000: $104,000 for 
franchise fees (multiple territories), $11,000 for initial 
marketing materials (home show display, vehicle wrap); 
the rest was for miscellaneous expenses like training, 
accounting setup, office equipment, etc. 
 
 



  

Where did you get most of your 
advice/do most of your research? 
 
I utilized the help of a franchise consultant to 
help me pick my top three franchises. I highly 
recommend using a consultant, as they typically 
vet all the companies they work with and 
recommend only those they feel are quality 
businesses. There is really no downside to this 
process as this service is free to the prospective 
franchisee. Without that guidance, I would have 
been overwhelmed with the process and the 
large number of franchises out there. 

What were the most unexpected 
challenges of opening your franchise? 
 
The biggest challenge for me was getting the right 
team in place. I didn't have a lot of experience 
with hiring and managing people prior to this, so 
that, combined with the learning curve of getting 
to know the business myself, was tough. We 
wanted to grow at a pace that was sustainable 
and would allow our team to provide the highest 
level of service. 
 
I’ve learned along the way that I always need to 
be looking for ways my team can improve to 
better serve our clients. Recently, I created 
training documents for the team and also shared 
them with the corporate office in case [that 
contribution] would be valuable to the system as 
a whole. Thankfully, the franchisor has provided 
great support to encourage our success. 
 

What advice do you have for individuals 
who want to own their own franchise? 
 
Use a franchise consultant to help you explore what's 

out there and what might be a good fit for you. Have 

a monetary goal in mind as well as a lifestyle goal; 

make sure that the prospective business has the 

capability of meeting both of those requirements. 

Once you're far enough along in discussions with the 

prospective franchise, do your due diligence with the 

validation process and speak to several current 

franchise owners to get their firsthand experience 

and see if it's meeting their expectations.  

 

What’s next for you and your business?  
 
Things have been going so well with ShelfGenie that 
a few years ago, I decided to buy into another 
franchise, this time in the frozen yogurt industry. 
Before I was able to open a location, things did not 
pan out with that business, so I ended up backing out. 
Although it didn’t work out as planned, I was able to 
see the inner workings of another franchisor, and I 
learned that, with ShelfGenie, I am fortunate to be 
partnered with a solid company with solid values, 
which cares about its franchisees.  
 
I've since decided to double down on ShelfGenie by 
focusing my efforts on expanding my coverage area 
and building a phenomenal team to provide the best 
possible experience for our clients. 
 

“We wanted to 
grow at a pace 

that was 
sustainable 
and would 

allow our team 
to provide the 

highest level of 
service.” 

 



 

http://makingmoney.shop/

